
 

Spooky make-up effects charater workshop for Fan Nexus 

 

KC Mussman has been teaching Special Makeup Effects from Hawaii to Pennsylvania all the way to the 

Middle East. KC Loves teaching the art of transformation and has worked with all ages and levels and 

loves to share the wealth of knowledge to students proffessional and newcoers alike.  

In this workshop we will be creating a spooky range of characters using a foam latex prosthetic, KC will 

teach you how to design a look and get creative utilizing your prosthetic in a variety of different ways. 

Workshop will cover prosthetic application, blending edges, painting the appliance realisticly and adding 

finishing touches and details. 

 

Preperation for workshop: 

What to bring:  

We will have a selection of tools availiable for you to work with but we request all atendees to bring 

some paint brushes/makeup brushes to use. 



We encourage attendees to bring wardrobe items if they have a specific character in mind, Items that 

come in handy: tattered raags, distressed clothing, zombie rags, spooky garbs, cloaks and lengths of 

fabric. This comes in handy if you want to take photos or walk around as a character during the 

convention. 

All makeups will be self applied, but its ok to bring a friend to model.  

  

Equipment:  

Each attendee  will receive a  foam latex brow piece from the Nocturnal Designz Line 

Each attendee will receive a wound sample from the Nocturnal Designz line 

Each attendee will receive a blood sample  

Each Attendee will have access to KC's makeup Kit including all supplies used in workshop.  

Bonus  

Each attendee will receive KC's recipe for home blood 

Each attendee will receive 15% discount to Nocturnal Designz booth. 

Duration of workshop 6.5 hours 

Demo and explanations : 3 hours 

KC will demo a make-up application and show various fun techniques  

30 minute break 

Practical: 3 hours  

attendees will create their own character using the techniques they learned. 

 



 Example of Evil Brow Prosthetic the Atendees will receive  

(Makeup by previous workshop attendee Moran Shmuel )

 







 

 

 

 

 


